DYNAMIC RESPONSE ANALYSES AND MODEL VIBRATION TESTS ON SEISMIC ISOLATING FOUNDATION OF BRIDGE PIER
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In this study, the oscillation behavior and the aseismicity of bridge piers with isolating foundations are investigated. An isolating foundation is formed by installing isolation materials such as sand, gravel and PTFE (Teflon sheet) between the footing and the pier foundation and mainly utilizes the relative displacements (sliding and rocking) between the footing and the foundation to absorb and dissipate energy during large-scale earthquakes. The governing equations of motion are derived and dynamic response analyses and model vibration tests on a single pier are carried out. The results show that this isolating system has a significant positive effect in decreasing responses during earthquakes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Hyogo-ken Nanbu Earthquake happened on 17th January, 1995, caused destructive damage to many structures, including bridges. In light of this crisis, the demand for bridge structures possessing stronger earthquake resistance has been increasing. In order to meet this demand, a concept for stronger earthquake-resistant design that adopts an isolating system in place of the conventional design code is being considered. Currently, an isolating system based on equipment consisting of laminated rubber bearings is normally used in bridge engineering. However, this isolating system is unsuitable for bridges on soft ground1). Recently, it has become known that a half-fixed combination made into hinge joints, pistol joints, etc. at pile heads is being studied as an isolating system; however, these isolating devices have limited deformation capability and might not accommodate the large deformation of a foundation built on soft ground.

One of the promising schemes to protect structures against earthquake damage is foundation isolation. An isolating system installed between the footing and the pier foundation may reduce the transmission of earthquake energy from the ambient ground by making use of relative displacement (sliding and rocking). In the case of spread foundations for bridges, the rocking motion associated with earthquakes causes the edges of the footings to separate from the ground (lift-off), thereby resulting in a decrease in earthquake energy2). A tall, slender structure is more stable in an earthquake due to its ability to rock in accordance with the earthquake motion3). Furthermore, it is known that the cable-stayed Rion-Antirion Bridge in Greece uses gravel placed between the main tower and the steel pile-reinforced foundation to reduce earthquake load by allowing rocking and sliding at the base of the main tower4). A number of Japanese engineers have tried to adopt a foundation isolating system for bridge piers in the past5). They paid attention to the hysteretic damping of the isolating materials, such as high damping rubber, in order to achieve an aseismic effect based on the high damping material. Of these cases, the authors have adopted an isolating
Fig. 1 A bridge pier with the isolation system

system for ordinary type piers, based mainly on the
use of relative displacement to absorb and dissipate
earthquake energy. As for the isolating materials, the
authors selected sand, gravel or PTFE, which are
relatively inexpensive and enable easy control of
both friction and rigidity. Fig. 1 shows a bridge pier
with an isolating system in which the isolator is lo-
cated between the footing and the foundation. The
earthquake energy is absorbed by the isolating sys-
tem; hence there is no expectation of energy absorp-
tion by either the ends of the columns, the heads of
the piles (for a pile foundation), or the joints of the
superstructure and pier columns (for a rigid-frame
bridge). A pile foundation is shown in Fig. 1. This
isolating system can also be applied to gravity-type
foundations. In the design concept of a bridge with
this isolating system, no sliding is allowed at the
isolator except in cases of level 2 earthquake ground
motion as provided in Specifications for Highway
Bridges (Part V Seismic Design). Such a concept is
achievable by selecting appropriate isolating mater-
ials or setting-up a stopper or a shear key. Further-
more, it is thought that this isolating system may
decrease adverse effects caused by large ground
movement in cases where a bridge is constructed
across an active fault, especially a strike-slip type
fault, or near a revetment where large lateral move-
ment is predicted by liquefaction of loose sand.

The vibration behavior of the portion above the
isolator may be described in terms of the six modes of
plane motion: rest, slide, rock, slide-rock, translation
jump and rocking jump. Beginning with Kimura
and Iida’s study on rocking in rectangular columns(7),
there have been many studies investigating the vi-
bration behavior of free-standing rigid bodies(8)-10).

However, past research has assumed models con-
sisting of rigid bodies on rigid foundations. The in-
terface between two rigid objects demonstrates
rigid-plastic property and the rotation axis is located
at either edge of the rigid body. Furthermore, almost
all studies are limited in their mathematical and nu-
merical analysis. In this study, the isolating system
made of sliding or shock absorbing material demon-
strates elastic-plastic property, and rocking occurs
when the edge of the footing separates from the iso-
lating system. This separation is called lift-off. This
paper will firstly derive the governing equations of
the motion of a pier with this isolation system, and
then describe the dynamic response analyses and
model vibration tests.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

(1) Equations of motion

A bridge pier with the isolation system shown in
Fig. 1 can be modeled into a two-mass (m1, m2) os-
cillation system as shown in Fig. 2. Here, m1 is the
mass of the portion above the isolator, i.e. the mass
of the substructure and the superstructure portion that
is supported by the substructure concerned. Yielding
of pier columns with a seismic isolation foundation is
not permitted here, and substructure deformation for
a not high reinforced concrete pier is too small to be
considered relevant for the modeling. Therefore the
portion above the isolator is modeled into a single
mass. m2 is the mass of the portion below the isolator,
i.e. the mass of the foundation structure. The height
of the gravity center of the portion above the iso-
lator is denoted h1, and the height of the gravity
center of the portion below the isolator is denoted h2.
The foundation structure and soil resistance are modeled into horizontal spring $K_x$, vertical spring $K_y$, and rotational spring $K_m$. The springs are located where the coupling of the horizontal and rotational springs becomes zero, and $K_x$, $K_y$, $K_m$ are adjusted by the spring location.

When the deformations of the foundation and the isolator are considered alone, ground movements with accelerations $\ddot{x}_o(t)\ , \ \ddot{y}_o(t)$ are considered in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively; providing no jump occurs and applying Newton’s Second Law, the governing equations of motion may be expressed as follows.

Concerning $m_1$ above the isolator, the following equations are derived:

$$m_1\left(\ddot{x}_i+\ddot{x}_o\right)+c_{1x}\left(\dot{x}'_i+\dot{x}'_o\right)+H\cos\theta_1+V\sin\theta_1=0\quad(1a)$$

$$m_1\left(\ddot{y}_i+\ddot{y}_o-g\right)+c_{1y}\left(\dot{y}'_i+\dot{y}'_o\right)-H\sin\theta_1-V\cos\theta_1=0\quad(1b)$$

$$J_1\ddot{\theta}_1+c_{1θ}\left(\dot{\theta}_1-\dot{\theta}_o\right)-H\dot{h}_1-M=0\quad(1c)$$

Concerning $m_2$ below the isolator, the following equations are also derived:

$$m_2\left(\ddot{x}_i+\ddot{x}_o\right)+c_{2x}\left(\dot{x}'_i+\dot{x}'_o\right)+H\cos\theta_1-V\sin\theta_1+K_x\ddot{x}''_1=0\quad(2a)$$

$$m_2\left(\ddot{y}_i+\ddot{y}_o-g\right)+c_{2y}\left(\dot{y}'_i+\dot{y}'_o\right)-c_{1y}\left(\dot{y}'_i-\dot{y}'_o\right)+H\sin\theta_1+V\cos\theta_1+K_y\ddot{y}''_1=0\quad(2b)$$

$$J_2\ddot{\theta}_2+c_{2θ}\left(\dot{\theta}_2-\dot{\theta}_o\right)-c_{1θ}\left(\dot{\theta}_1-\dot{\theta}_o\right)+M+\left[H\sin\theta_1+V\cos\theta_1\right]-c_{1y}\left(\dot{y}'_i-\dot{y}'_o\right)\cdot(x'_i-x_o)=\left[H\cos\theta_1-V\sin\theta_1\right]$$

$$-c_{1x}\left(\dot{x}'_i-\dot{x}'_o\right)\cdot(y'_i+t+h'_1-y'_o)+K_m\theta_2+K_x\ddot{x}''_2+K_y\ddot{y}''_2=0\quad(2c)$$

where $x_i$, $y_i$ are the relative horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively, of $m_1$ with regard to the ground. $x_o$, $y_o$ are the displacements as to $m_2$. $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are the rotation angles of $m_1$ and $m_2$, respectively. $x'_1$, $y'_1$ are the displacements of the center of the base of the footing and $x'_2$, $y'_2$ are the displacements at the top of the foundation raft. $x''_2$, $y''_2$ are the displacements of the base springs (concentric springs). Relationships between the above displacements may be represented as follows:

$$x'_1=x_1+h_1\sin\theta_1\quad(3a)$$

$$y'_1=y_1+h_1\left(1-\cos\theta_1\right)\quad(3b)$$

$$x'_2=x_2-h'_2\sin\theta_2\quad(3c)$$

$$y'_2=y_2-h'_2\left(1-\cos\theta_2\right)\quad(3d)$$

$$x''_2=x_2+h_2\sin\theta_2\quad(3e)$$

$$y''_2=y_2+h_2\left(1-\cos\theta_2\right)\quad(3f)$$

$$g$$ is gravitational acceleration. $c_{1x}$, $c_{1y}$ are the coefficients of damping of the isolator and the ground, respectively; $J_1$ and $J_2$ are the mass inertial moments of $m_1$ and $m_2$, respectively. $t$ is the thickness of the isolator. $h'_2$ is the distance from the top of the foundation raft to $m_2$. $H$, $V$, $M$ are the interface forces: horizontal shear force, vertical axial force and rotation moment between the base of the footing and the isolator as shown in Fig. 3.

When $k_{1H}$, $k_{1V}$ indicate the constants of the isolator’s springs (providing tension does not exist between the footing and the isolator and the normal compression stress of the isolator does not go beyond the yield strength of the springs), $H$, $V$, $M$ may be represented in terms of the relative displacement between the base of the footing and the foundation raft as follows:

When neither slip nor lift-off occur:

$$H=-k_{1H}A\left[(x'_1-x''_2)\cos\theta_1+(y'_1-y''_2)\sin\theta_1\right]$$

$$V=-k_{1V}A\left[-(x'_1-x''_2)\sin\theta_1+(y'_1-y''_2)\cos\theta_1\right]$$

$$M=-k_{1M}I\left(\theta_1-\theta_2\right)\quad(4b)$$

When slip occurs but no lift-off occurs:

$$H=-S(x'_1-x''_2)\mu V-k_{1H}A(x'_1-x''_2)\cos\theta_1+(y'_1-y''_2)\sin\theta_1\quad(5a)$$

$$V=-k_{1V}A(y'_1-y''_2)\cos\theta_1\quad(5b)$$

$$M=-k_{1M}I\left(\theta_1-\theta_2\right)\quad(5c)$$

When no slip but lift-off occurs:

$$H=-k_{1H}A\left[(x'_1-x''_2)\cos\theta_1+(y'_1-y''_2)\sin\theta_1\right]$$

$$V=k_{1V}A\left[-(x'_1-x''_2)\sin\theta_1+(y'_1-y''_2)\cos\theta_1\right]$$

$$M=k_{1M}I\left(\theta_1-\theta_2\right)\quad(6a)$$
$V = -k_A \{ - (x_1' - x_2') \sin \theta_1 + 1/2 \{ y_1' - y_2' \} \}$

$- ABS(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \ell - \delta_{so} \} \cos \theta_1 \}$

(6b)

$M = -S(\theta_1 - \theta_2) V (\ell - \ell_x / 3)$

(6c)

When slip and lift-off occur simultaneously:

$H = -S(\bar{x}_1' - \bar{x}_2') \mu V - \bar{k}_{H2} A_e \{ (x_1' - x_2') \}$

$\cdot \cos \theta_1 + (y_1' - y_2') \sin \theta_1 \}$

(7a)

$V = -1/2k_A \{ (y_1' - y_2') - ABS(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \ell$

$- \delta_{so} \} \cos \theta_1 \}$

(7b)

$M = -S(\theta_1 - \theta_2) V (\ell - \ell_x / 3)$

(7c)

where $A$, $I$, and $c_A$ are the area and inertial moment of the footing base, respectively. $2 \ell$ is the width of the footing in the vibration direction. $S(a)$ is defined by the sign of $a$, if $a > 0$, then $S(a) = 1$, else $S(a) = -1$. $\mu$ is the coefficient of the sliding friction. $k_{H2}$ is the secondary spring constant after sliding of the isolator as shown in Fig. 4. $k_{H2}$ is generally zero for the isolating system when restoring force is ignored. $\ell_x$, $A_e$ are the effective width and the area of the footing respectively. $\bar{k}_{H2}$ is the effective width and the area of the footing in the vibration direction. $\bar{k}_{H2}$ is the secondary spring constant after sliding of the isolator as shown in Fig. 4. $k_{H2}$ is generally zero for the isolating system when restoring force is ignored.

$\ell_x = \ell_x \{ (y_1' - y_2') - ABS(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \ell$

$- \delta_{so} \} / \sin(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \}$

(9)

$\ell_x = 2B \ell_x$

(8)

$H_o = \mu V + k_{H2} A \delta_o$

(11)

Where $\delta_o$ is the yield displacement at the isolator of sliding represented in equation (12); and $Z$ is the section modulus of footing bottom:

$\delta_o = \frac{\mu V}{A(k_{H2} - k_{H2})}$

(12)

If the interface force $H$ does not exceed the resistance produced by the friction force and no tensile stress occurs at the base of the footing, i.e. $H < H_o$ and $M < M_o$, sliding and lift-off do not occur.

Where the interface force $H$ exceeds the resistance produced by the friction but no tensile stress occurs at the base of the footing, i.e. $H > H_o$ but $M < M_o$, sliding does occur. In this case, ignoring the angular acceleration $\dot{\theta}_1$ and the damping $c_1$, assuming the secondary spring constant of the isolator $k_{H2}$ is small, the occurrence condition for sliding alone may be expressed by the following equation:

$ABS(H) = H_o = \mu V$

$\mu \leq \frac{\ell_x}{3h}$

(13a)

Because it is impossible that tensile stress is resisted between the footing and the isolator, where the normal reaction stress located either edge at the base of the footing becoming tensile; but, $H$ does not exceed the resistance produced by the friction force, i.e. $H < H_o$ but $M = M_o$, lift-off may occur.

If not only the interface force $H$ exceeds the resistance produced by the friction force but also tensile stress occurs at the base of the footing, i.e. $H = H_o$ and $M = M_o$, sliding and lift-off do occur.

(3) Approximation of the motion equations

If $\dot{\theta}_1$ and $\dot{\theta}_2$ are small, the following approximation may be introduced.

$\sin \theta = \theta$

$\cos \theta = 1$

(14)

Substitutions of the above equation into equations (1)-(2) provide the following equations.

$m_1 \ddot{x}_1 + c_{1x} (\ddot{x}_1' - \ddot{x}_2') - H + V \theta_1 = -m_1 \dot{x}_0$

$m_1 \ddot{y}_1 + c_{1y} (\ddot{y}_1' - \ddot{y}_2') - H \dot{\theta}_1 - V = -m_1 (\ddot{y}_0 - g)$

(1a)

(1b)

$m_1 \ddot{x}_2 + c_{2x} (\ddot{x}_2' - \ddot{x}_1') + Hh_1 - M = 0$

$m_2 \ddot{x}_2 + c_{2x} (\ddot{x}_2' - \ddot{x}_1') + Hh_1 - M = 0$

$m_2 \ddot{y}_2 + c_{2y} (\ddot{y}_2' - \ddot{y}_1') + H \dot{\theta}_2 + V + K \dot{y}_2' = m_2 (\ddot{y}_0 - g)$

(1c)

(1d)

(2a)

(2b)
Substitutions of equation (14) into equations (4)-(7) provide the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
H &= -k_{y1}A \{ (x'_1 - x'_2) + (y'_1 - y'_2) \} \theta_1 \quad (4a' ) \\
V &= -k_{y1}A \{ -(x'_1 - x'_2) \} \theta_1 + 1/2 \{ (y'_1 - y'_2)^2 \} \quad (4b' ) \\
M &= -k_{y1}I(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \quad (4c' ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
H &= -k_{y2}A \{ (x'_1 - x'_2) + (y'_1 - y'_2) \} \theta_1 \quad (5a' ) \\
V &= -k_{y2}A \{ -(x'_1 - x'_2) \} \theta_1 + 1/2 \{ (y'_1 - y'_2)^2 \} \quad (5b' ) \\
M &= -k_{y2}I(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \quad (5c' ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
H &= -k_{y2}A \{ (x'_1 - x'_2) + (y'_1 - y'_2) \} \theta_1 \quad (6a' ) \\
V &= -k_{y2}A \{ -(x'_1 - x'_2) \} \theta_1 + 1/2 \{ (y'_1 - y'_2)^2 \} \quad (6b' ) \\
M &= -S(\theta_1 - \theta_2) V(\ell - \ell_s) / 3 \quad (6c' ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
H &= -S \{ (x'_1 - x'_2) \} \mu V - k_{y2}A \{ (x'_1 - x'_2) \} + (y'_1 - y'_2) \theta_1 \quad (7a' ) \\
V &= -1/2 k_{y2}A \{ (y'_1 - y'_2)^2 \} - ABS(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \ell - \delta_m \quad (7b' ) \\
M &= -S(\theta_1 - \theta_2) V(\ell - \ell_s) / 3 \quad (7c' ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The governing equations have geometrical and material nonlinear properties. According to the above equations, the numerical analysis method can be adopted to simulate the oscillation of the isolating system.

3. DYNAMIC RESPONSE ANALYSES

(1) Analysis outline

In order to investigate the oscillation behavior and the seismic response of this seismic isolating system, numerical simulation by time-history response analysis is carried out on a bridge pier with the isolating system on soft ground. The bridge pier used in the simulation is an ordinary type highway bridge pier: a T-type RC pier with a column in a rectangular 4.0 m (longitudinal) × 4.5 m (transversal) section and a pile foundation structure that consists of 12 cast-in-place piles. The column is 10.2 m of the total height of the pier which is 15.7 m. The distance from the gravity center of the superstructure to the top of the pier is 2.3 m. The diameter and length of the pile are 1.20 m and 40.0 m respectively. The surface ground on which the pier is located is over 43.0 m in depth and consists of loose sand and soft clay. The dynamic characteristic value of the surface ground is 0.92s, i.e. type III ground according to the seismic designs specified in Specifications for Highway Bridges (Part V Seismic Design). Moreover, the footing width in the vibration direction is 11.0 m in conformance with equation 15.

\[
2\ell \geq 3k_{y2}h_t \quad (15)
\]

where \( k_{y2}=0.30 \) is the level 1 lateral seismic coefficient specified in Specifications for Highway Bridges (Part V Seismic Design). The bridge pier with isolating system and the calculation model used in the simulation are shown in Fig. 5. The mass of the superstructure portion supported by the concerned pier is \( 2.26 \times 10^6 \) kg. The specified concrete strength of the column is 30 MPa. The main factors of the calculation model are presented in Table 1-3. The meaning of each symbol used is shown in Fig. 2.

According to equations (11)-(13), it is shown that the friction coefficient \( \mu \), the ratio for \( \ell / 3h_t \), the critical displacement of sliding \( \delta_0 \) and the spring constant of the isolator affect the interface forces. To study the influence of each parameter on the oscillation behavior of the pier, the above parameters are adjusted in the simulations. In addition, to make an exact evaluation of the sliding and lift-off between the footing and the foundation raft, the isolator is modeled into ten joint spring elements in the vibration direction.

The dynamic responses are calculated by direct integration of the vibration equations in New Mark-β...
method, and the time interval of integration is 0.01 s. As to damping, strain energy Raileigh damping is adopted in the analysis.

The earthquake inputs for the simulation are the N12W acceleration records obtained on the East Kobe-Ohashi bridge and the EW and UP-DOWN acceleration records obtained on Port Island in the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu Earthquake. They are called the East Kobe Wave, the Port Island EW Wave and the Port Island UD Wave, respectively.

In the analysis, the effects of each parameter are simulated using the horizontal earthquake inputs, and the effect of vertical earthquake input is investigated as well.

(2) Oscillation behavior and aseismicity

In this analysis, two calculation cases are conducted, each of which is concerned mainly with sliding or rocking. For the case that focuses mainly on sliding, the isolator’s factors are assumed to be $\mu =0.10<\frac{\ell}{3h_i} =0.153$, $\delta_o =2\text{mm}$, $k_{H2} =10^{-4}k_H$, $k_c =3k_H$, and the damping ratio $h_i =1\%$. Only very little value is introduced for $k_{H2}$ in analytical convenience here. On the other hand, for the case that focuses mainly on rocking, the friction coefficient is assumed to be infinite, and the other factors of the isolator are assumed to be the same as the case that focused mainly on sliding.

Assuming $V =m_ig$, according to equation (12), $k_H, k_{H2}, k_c$ can be obtained as shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k_H$ (kN/m)</th>
<th>$k_{H2}$ (kN/m)</th>
<th>$k_c$ (kN/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.739 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.739 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$5.216 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graphs](image1.png)

**Fig. 6** Responses of the gravity center above the isolator and the reaction forces of the base springs.
Regarding the case focused mainly on sliding, the responses of the gravity center above the isolator and the reaction forces of the base springs are shown in Fig. 6. To compare this with a conventional structure (united structure with a plastic hinge at the column bottom), the results (the column deformation is considered in the calculations) for a conventional structure are also presented. On Fig. 6 (1), by either of the input waves, the maximum response acceleration of the isolation system is only 1.26 m/s². As the maximum response acceleration of the superstructure for the conventional structure is about 7.0 m/s², the ratio is about 0.18. When the isolation system is adopted, the acceleration response becomes small. As shown in Fig. 6 (2), the maximum horizontal displacement caused by the East Kobe Wave is 595 mm and the residual displacement is 94 mm. On the other hand, the Port Island EW Wave causes a maximum horizontal displacement of 695 mm and a residual displacement of merely 5 mm. Fig. 6 (3) and Fig. 6 (4) show the reaction forces of the base springs. Using the East Kobe Wave, the maximum horizontal reaction force for the conventional structure is 30,388 kN, but for the isolating system it reaches only 11,430 kN. Regarding the maximum rotation reaction moment, the conventional structure reaches 401,983 kNm; however, the isolating system reaches only 126,562 kNm. The responses by the Port Island EW Wave exhibit the same trend, i.e. the horizontal reaction force of the isolation system is only about 2/5 that of the conventional structure. As for the rotation reaction, the ratio is only 1/3.

As mentioned above, it is clear that the isolation system has greater aseismicity in the case focused mainly on sliding.

As an example, the oscillation behaviors are explained by the results of the Port Island EW Wave. The rotation angle and the relative displacement between the superstructure and the foundation raft are shown in Fig. 7. Due to the isolator’s rotation angle being small, the maximum is only 2.43 mrad as shown in Fig. 7 (b), therefore almost all the relative horizontal displacement was caused by the isolator’s sliding as shown in Fig. 7 (a), i.e. the vibration is a sliding movement. According to Fig. 8, the maximum vertical acceleration above the isolator reaches 0.71 m/s², and the maximum angular acceleration above the isolator is 0.45 rad/s².

Fig. 9 shows the oscillation behavior of the isolator. The maximum sliding velocity is 1.39 m/s, and the movement is relatively slow as shown in Fig. 9 (1). Because the friction coefficient is 0.10, the shear force acting on the isolator levels off at about 3,900 kN (\(\mu m_g\)) as shown in Fig. 9 (2) (a). According to Fig. 9 (3), the maximum normal stress of the isolator is 10,085 kPa, the mean stress caused by the dead load is 3,477 kPa, the ratio is less than 3 times, and the maximum exfoliative width of the footing is only 6.0 mm. As shown in Fig. 9 (4), the footing’s maximum lift-off ratio is 0.20 of the footing’s whole width, less than 50% of the permissible value for a spread foundation of level 1 seismic design, as provided in Specifications for Highway Bridges. The hysteretic curves of the isolator are shown in Fig. 9 (5); the sliding force~displacement curve is bilinear. Moreover, because the restoration power is limited, the inclination between the sliding force and the sliding displacement is almost 90 degrees. Meanwhile, because the footing rarely experienced lift-off, the hysteretic curve of the rotation moment~angle is nearly a straight line.

The isolation system has two methods of earthquake energy dissipation; one is by sliding friction, and the other is by rocking vibration. The amount of energy dissipated may be calculated by equation (16), the results of which are shown in Fig. 10. As the hysteretic curve of the rotation moment-angle is
nearly a straight line, the energy absorption is almost entirely by sliding friction.  

\[
E_s = \int F(t) \cdot d(S(t)) \\
E_R = \int M(t) \cdot d(\theta(t)) 
\]  

(16)

Where \(E_s\) is the dissipation energy by sliding friction and \(E_R\) is that by rocking vibration, respectively, \(F(t)\) is the friction force and \(M(t)\) is the rotation moment acting on the isolator. \(S(t)\) is the sliding displacement and \(\theta(t)\) is the rotation angle of the isolator.

Meanwhile for the mainly rocking case, for example, the response by the Port Island EW Wave is introduced. The horizontal response time history of the gravity center above the isolator and the reaction of the base springs are shown in Fig. 11. The results for a conventional structure are also illustrated. Regarding the maximum response acceleration, that of the conventional structure is 7.03 m/s², while that of the isolation system is 6.12 m/s² as shown in Fig. 11 (a); the ratio is 0.87. Regarding rocking vibration, if the rotation angle is not too large, namely less than the overturning critical angle, the self-weight becomes the restoration power. The oscillation is like a swing of a reverse pendulum, and the residual displacement is hardly calculable as shown in Fig. 11 (b). The reaction forces of the foundation springs of the isolating and the conventional structure are shown in Figs. 11 (c) and (d). As for the maximum horizontal reaction force, that of the isolation system is about 81% of the conventional structure. Whereas, regarding the maximum rotation reaction moment, that of the isolation system is about 74% of the conventional structure.
Almost all the relative displacement is caused by the isolator’s rocking. In Fig. 12 (b), it is clear that the isolator’s rotation angle is almost entirely caused by the rocking of the structure above the isolator. The vertical acceleration and the rotation acceleration are
shown in Fig. 13. The maximum vertical acceleration reaches 4.53 m/s\(^2\) above the isolator, and 5.40 m/s\(^2\) below the isolator. Regarding the rotation acceleration, the maximum above the isolator reaches 0.45 rad/s\(^2\), while the maximum below the isolator reaches 1.80 rad/s\(^2\). Fig. 14 shows the oscillation behavior of the isolator. The maximum normal stress is 24,058 kPa, about 7 times the mean stress as calculated by the dead load, and the maximum exfoliative width of the footing is 111.5 mm as shown in Fig. 14 (1). The footing’s maximum lift-off ratio is 70% of the footing’s whole width as shown in Fig. 14 (2). Due to the footing’s lift-off, the hysteretic curve of the rotation moment-angle shows a non-linear property. Furthermore, the hysteretic curve tends toward the starting point of the lift-off due to the self-weight component of the pier as shown in Fig. 14 (3).

As previously discussed, the isolating structure, be it the mainly sliding one or the mainly rocking one, has excellent aseismicity. As to the mainly sliding structure, the stress acting on the isolator is not large; consequently, the demand for the bearing force is low. On the other hand, for the mainly rocking one, the stress is large, and the vertical acceleration is not small either. However, the residual displacement is hardly calculable.

(3) Effects of the friction coefficient

The friction coefficient is assumed to be 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, and \(\infty\) (1.0), and the spring constants of the isolator in the analysis are presented in Table 4. These design values could be obtained through the selection of the isolating materials. A small friction coefficient such as 0.10 can be obtained by PTFE and a friction coefficient such as that around 0.30 can possibly be obtained by sand or gravel. In summary, the friction coefficient and spring constants of the isolator can be obtained by the selection of thickness, strength, granular size and granular shape of the material.

The maximum response displacement is shown in Fig. 16. In Fig. 16 (a), by input of either the East Kobe Wave or the Port Island EW Wave, the horizontal displacement of the superstructure is mainly calculated by slip where \(\mu < 0.15\), which is mostly brought about by rocking where \(\mu > 0.30\); and where \(\mu = 0.20\), the displacement by slip is nearly equal to that by rocking. It is thought that a sliding vibration dominates where \(\mu < \ell / 3h = 0.153\) by equation (13), a rocking vibration dominates where \(\mu > 2\ell / 3h = 0.31\), and a sliding-rocking vibration may occur where \(\ell / 3h < \mu < 2\ell / 3h\). In Fig. 16 (b), for a sliding vibration, the residual displacement tends to be larger as the friction coefficient increases; on the other hand, small residual displacement remains for rocking vibration. When \(\mu\) is small, the force against a bridge pier movement is small, thereby, it exhibits a tendency that the residual displacement is small as \(\mu\) is small; and in a rocking vibration, the self-weight becomes the restoration power. In Fig. 16 (c), the rotation angle increases with the increase of the friction coefficient, but where
As shown in Fig. 17, the maximum slip velocity is almost a constant in the mainly sliding vibration, and in the sliding-rocking vibration, the speed decreases as the friction coefficient increases. The maximum response acceleration is shown in Fig. 18. As in Figs. 18 (a) and (c), the horizontal acceleration above the isolator and the vertical acceleration increase as the friction coefficient increases; but these increases are reduced in the rocking vibration; the angular acceleration below the isolator shows the same tendency as shown in Fig. 18 (d). Meanwhile, the friction coefficient does not affect the response of horizontal acceleration below the isolator and angular acceleration above the isolator as shown in Figs. 18 (b) and (d). Fig. 19 shows the maximum base spring reaction forces, and Fig. 20 shows the normal stress of the isolator and the footing’s maximum exfoliative width. The responses mentioned above increase as the friction coefficient increases, but these increases are reduced in the rocking vibration. It is thought that absorption energy due to sliding decreases with the increase of the friction coefficient, and the absorption energy due to rocking does not change as much in the rocking vibration as shown in Fig. 21.

These results suggest that the friction coefficient

\( \mu > 0.30 \), the rotation angle is almost constant, and the isolator’s rotation angle is mainly brought about from rocking above the isolator.
greatly affects the isolating structure’s oscillation mode. Where $\mu < \ell / 3h_1$, the oscillation will be a mainly sliding one, and if $\mu > 2\ell / 3h_1$, the oscillation is a mainly rocking one. Moreover, the residual displacement has a tendency to increase as the friction coefficient increases in a mainly sliding oscillation.

4) Effects of the ratio of $m_t$’s height to footing width

The ratio for $\ell / 3h_1$ is considered to vary from 0.153 to 0.201 as presented in Table 5. According to Eq. (15), the minimum of $\ell / 3h_1$ is 0.15, thus the lower value is adopted as 0.153, and the upper value is assumed to be 1.3 times the lower one in this analysis. The factors of the isolator are calculated by providing $\mu = 0.10$, $\delta_o = 2$ mm, $k_H = 10^{-4} k_H$, $k_v = 3k_H$ as presented in Table 6 in the analysis. The friction coefficient is assumed to be 0.10 and 0.15.

The result by the Port Island EW Wave is illustrated here as an example. The response displacements are shown in Fig. 22. As the ratio for $\ell / 3h_1$ increases, the horizontal displacements of the superstructure and the residual displacement increase, especially where $\mu = 0.15$ as shown in Figs. 22 (a) and (b). On the other hand, the horizontal displacement by rocking and the rotation angle reduce as the ratio for $\ell / 3h_1$ increases as shown in Figs. 22 (c) and (d).

Fig. 23 shows the maximum response acceleration above the isolator, the horizontal acceleration has a little reduction, but the vertical acceleration decreases considerably as the ratio for $\ell / 3h_1$ increases. The vertical acceleration for $\ell / 3h_1 = 0.201$ is 1/2 that for $\ell / 3h_1 = 0.153$. The maximum reaction force of the base spring is shown in Fig. 24. The horizontal reaction force decreases, conversely, while the rotation increase as the ratio for $\ell / 3h_1$ increases. It is thought that with the increase of the footing’s width, the sliding vibration also increases, the vertical acceleration becomes small, and both the vertical reaction force $V$ and the horizontal force $H=\mu V$ decreases; hence, the lateral load from the portion above the isolator decreases. Meanwhile, owing to the increase of the inertial moment of the base of the footing, the rotation resistant moment of the isolator increases; therefore, the rotation moment from the portion above the isolator increases. For the same reason, either the normal stress or the exfoliative width decreases with the increase of the footing width as shown in Fig. 25.

| Table 5 Ratio of $\ell/3h_1$, $h_1=12.0m$ |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $2\ell$ (m)    | 11.00           | 12.50           | 14.50           |
| $2\ell/3h_1$   | 0.917           | 1.042           | 1.208           |
| $\ell/3h_1$    | 0.153           | 0.174           | 0.201           |

| Table 6 Constants of the isolator |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $2\ell$ (m)    | $k_H$ (kN/m^3) | $k_H$ (kN/m^3) | $k_v$ (kN/m^3) |
| 11.00           | 1.739×10^5     | 1.739×10^5     | 5.216×10^5     |
| 12.50           | 1.530×10^5     | 1.530×10^5     | 4.590×10^5     |
| 14.50           | 1.319×10^5     | 1.319×10^5     | 3.957×10^5     |
These results suggest that for mainly sliding oscillation, the sliding mode is more distinguished and the vertical acceleration decreases with the increase of the ratio $\frac{\ell}{3h_1}$, while the stress acting on the isolator also decreases.

(5) Effects of the yield displacement of springs

In order to investigate the effects of the spring property, the yield displacement of the springs at the isolator is assumed to be $\delta_y = 1$ mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 10 mm and 20 mm. Given a friction coefficient of $\mu = 0.10$, the spring constants are presented in Table 7. The vertical spring constant $k_V$ is assumed to be $3k_H$. As an example, the result caused by the Port Island EW Wave where $\mu = 0.10$ is explained.

The response displacement is shown in Fig. 26.
The yield displacement affects the residual displacement rather than the maximum displacement as shown in Fig. 26 (a). According to Figs. 26 (b) and (c), the maximum displacement and the rotation angle tend to increase, when the yield displacement is less than 4.0 mm; otherwise, they decrease in a narrow range as the yield displacement increases. On the other hand, the maximum velocity increases as shown in Fig. 27. The acceleration response is shown in Fig. 28. The horizontal accelerations of the superstructure and the gravity center above the isolator hardly change; nevertheless, the horizontal acceleration of the gravity center below the isolator shows a significant decrease. It is thought that the maximum acceleration of the portion above the isolator is dominated by the friction coefficient and that of the portion below the isolator is affected by the connection springs; as the horizontal spring constant...
decreases, the mutual influence of the portions above and below the isolator becomes small. Meanwhile, due to the decrease of the horizontal spring constant, the lateral deformation of the isolator becomes larger and the vertical and angular acceleration become smaller. Because of the increase in energy absorption as shown in Fig. 31, the reaction force of the base spring, the normal stress of the isolator and the exfoliative width of the footing decrease as the horizontal spring constant decreases, as shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30.

These results show that, as the yield displacement increases, the structure exhibits improved sliding and the vertical acceleration decreases; as energy absorption increases, the reaction forces of the springs decrease and the stress acting on the isolator decreases as well; and, consequently, the aseismicity of the pier tends to improve.

(6) Effects of vertical input

In this analysis, the friction coefficient is assumed to be 0.10 and 0.20, and the constants of the isolator are used as shown in Table 4. As for the earthquake input, the Port Island EW Wave and the Port Island UD Wave are adopted.

Table 8 and Table 9 show the maximum normal stress at the isolator, exfoliative width of the footing, and the reaction force of the base springs. According to the comparison presented in these tables, it is clear that vertical input has little effect on aseismicity.

As an example, the results for the case where \( \mu = 0.10 \) are presented in the following sections. Fig. 32 shows the response displacement. The horizontal displacement, especially the residual displacement, is affected by the vertical input as shown in Fig. 32 (a), but the rotation angle of the isolator exhibits barely any effect as shown in Fig. 32 (b). The sliding velocity is shown in Fig. 33. It is clear that there is hardly any effect on the sliding velocity.

Regarding the vertical acceleration of the bridge pier, the influence exerted by vertical input is large as shown in Fig. 34 (b); but Figs. 34 (a) and (c) show that there is hardly any effect on horizontal and angular acceleration. Furthermore, Fig. 35 shows the absorption energy by sliding; there is also barely any difference between the EW input and the EW+UD input.

As mentioned above, vertical input generally does not affect the aseismicity of this isolating structure.

4. MODEL VIBRATION EXPERIMENTS

(1) Experiment outline

In order to investigate the oscillation behavior and the aseismicity of this isolation system, a model vibration experiment is carried out. An experimental model (1/36 of prototype) is made of a pier with a pile foundation and the weight of the superstructure portion supported by the pier concerned. Law of similitude of the model experiment here is the same as that of ordinary vibration model experiments in gravitational field. Regarding the ratios of prototype to model, that of displacement is 36, that of acceleration is 1, and that of time is 6. The weight of the superstructure is given by steel plates; the substructure is made from mortar; and the pile foundation is modeled using a frame structure consisting of ten aluminium beams (arranged 4+2+4 in the vibration direction) and a foundation raft. The beams have a rectangular section that is 10mm wide in the vibration direction, 20mm deep and 630 mm long. The rigidity of the frame structure is determined by both the ambient soil rigidity and the cast-in-place piles. To measure the vibration behavior, accelerometers are installed at the top of the steel plates in horizontal and vertical directions, as well as vertically on both edges of the footing, and horizontally at the center of the footing and the foundation raft. The displacement transducers are set up horizontally in the steel plates, the footing and the foundation raft to measure the displacement of the superstructure and the sliding displacement of the isolator. Moreover, strain gauges are attached on top of the aluminium beams to measure the axial and bending strains. The experimental model, the measurement apparatus arrangement and the general outline of the experiment are shown in Fig. 36.

It is understood that there is a large aseismatic effect when using a layer of sand as the isolating material\(^{[11],[12]}\). The use of PTFE (Teflon sheet) is only referred to briefly as an isolator material in this paper. The structure factors of test models are shown in Table 10.
The earthquake inputs for the experiments are the East Kobe Wave and the Port Island EW Wave, and the maximum amplitude of the input wave acceleration gradually increases from about 0.80 m/s² to about 6.50 m/s².

(2) Experimental results and consideration

Fig. 37 shows the response amplifications of the superstructure’s horizontal acceleration and the section forces of the piles. When the input amplitude is small, the response acceleration does not differ much between the conventional structure and the isolating structure; but, as the input amplitude increases, the response amplification of the conventional structure also increases; while the response amplification of the isolating structure decreases. At the point of
maximum input of the conventional structure, the response acceleration of the isolating structure is less than 1/4 that of the conventional structure as shown in Fig. 37 (1). The section forces of the piles present the same tendency for superstructure acceleration, as shown in Fig. 37 (2). At the point of maximum input of the conventional structure, the axial force of the isolating structure is about 1/3 that of the conventional structure, and the moment of the pile top is about 1/3 as well. It is thought that with the increase of input amplitude, the isolating structure begins to slide and rock, emanating vibration energy. The slip displacements and residual displacements of the superstructure are shown in Fig. 38. The slip displacements increase as the input amplitude increases; the residual displacements increase as well when the input amplitude is less than about 3.0 m/s²; but, when the input amplitude exceeds 3.0 m/s², the residual displacements hardly increase at all.

As one example, the response time histories by the Port Island EW Wave with maximum input amplitude are shown in Fig. 39 and Fig. 40. Fig. 39 (1) shows that almost all the relative displacements between the superstructure and the foundation raft are caused by the sliding of the isolator, i.e. the oscillation depends on sliding. In Fig. 39 (2), when the peak magnitude of the input wave is 6.36 m/s², the horizontal response acceleration at the superstructure with the isolating device is only 4.40 m/s²; meanwhile, the response of the conventional structure rises to 18.42 m/s² where the peak magnitude of the input wave is 4.65 m/s². The maximum for the vertical response acceleration of the superstructure with the isolating structure is 1.34 m/s². Fig. 40 shows that regarding the bending moment of the pile top, the maximum response of the isolating structure is 11.4 Nm when the peak magnitude of the input wave is 6.36 m/s². On the other hand, the bending moment for the conventional structure intensifies to 36.2 Nm when the peak magnitude of the input wave is 4.65 m/s². These results show that the horizontal acceleration at the superstructure and the bending moments at the pile section decrease when the isolating system is adopted.

Fig. 41 shows the results of a Fourier spectrum analysis of the horizontal acceleration at the superstructure of the conventional structure and the isolating structure. It is shown that the resonate point of the conventional structure is about 4.9 Hz; meanwhile no clear resonate point appears for the isolating structure. The dominant resonate point of the oscillation mode for the conventional structure disappears when the isolating system is adopted.

The sliding force-displacement hysteretic curve of the isolator is shown in Fig. 42. As with Fig. 9 (5) (a), the inclination is almost 90 degrees. The sliding force is calculated by the following equation:

\[ F = m_1 a_s = m_1 \left( a_s - (a_c - a_f) \frac{h_s}{h_f} \right) \]  

where, \( m_1 \) is the mass above the isolator, \( a_s \) is the horizontal acceleration at the gravity center above the isolator, \( a_c \) is the horizontal acceleration at the su-
perstructure, \(a_r\) is the horizontal acceleration at the footing, and \(h_{sc}, h_{sf}\) are the distances between the superstructure and the gravity center, and the footing, respectively.

The accumulation of energy absorption is shown in Fig. 43. It is clear that almost all energy absorption is calculated by the sliding. The model experiment results show that the isolating structure has a considerable effect on earthquake energy absorption. Moreover, as a sliding material, PTFE can provide a steady sliding force-displacement hysteretic curve.

(3) Simulation of the experimental results

The test results are simulated by dynamic response analyses. The experimental model is modeled to the calculation model as shown in Fig. 44. The isolator is modeled using a joint spring element. The isolator constants are presented in Table 11.

The friction coefficient is assumed to be 0.11. The yield displacement is assumed to be 0.055 mm, in conformity with the oscillation mode of the test model measured by the free vibration test. In addition, because the model is built to 1/36 scale, the yield displacement of the prototype would be about 2.0 mm. The damping ratio of the aluminium beams in the simulation is determined by the results of the free vibration test conducted on the test model to be 3.0%. The Port Island EW Wave with a peak magnitude of 6.36 m/s² is used as the input acceleration wave.

The comparison results of the simulation and the experiment are shown in Fig. 45~Fig. 48. Fig. 45 (1) shows that, as for the maximum horizontal response displacement of the superstructure, the experimental value is 11.4 mm and the analytical value is 14.3 mm. The maximum slip displacement by the experiment is 11.7 mm and that by the analysis is 14.9 mm. As for the residual displacement, the experimental value is 5.5 mm, and the analytical value is 7.0 mm. As for the displacements, the results of the analysis are roughly in agreement with the experimental results for both the maximum value and the wave form. As for the maximum acceleration, the horizontal responses by the experiment and the analysis are 4.40 m/s² and 3.70 m/s², respectively, and the vertical responses are 1.34 m/s² and 2.66 m/s² respectively as shown in Fig. 45 (2). As to the accelerations, the analytical results are on the whole in agreement with the experimental results. For the maximum bending moment at the pile top, the experimental value is 9.1 Nm and the analytical

| Table 11 Constants of the isolator |
|---------------|----------|----------|
| \(k_H\) (kN/m²) | \(k_{H2}\) (kN/m²) | \(k_V\) (kN/m²) | Damping ratio |
| 1.474×10⁴   | 1.474    | 4.422×10⁴ | 1.00%        |

Fig. 43 History of the accumulation of energy absorption

Fig. 44 Calculation model

Fig. 45 Displacement and acceleration

Fig. 46 Acceleration of the superstructure

Fig. 47 Horizontal displacement

Fig. 48 Vertical acceleration
value is 10.5 Nm, as shown in Fig. 46. Waveforms and peak values obtained by analysis are almost in conformity with the experimental values. Fig. 47 shows the sliding force-displacement hysteretic curve. Hysteretic pattern for both the experiment and the analysis show much likeness. Fig. 48 shows the accumulation of energy absorption due to sliding. The accumulation value of the experiment is slightly greater than that of the analysis. Fig. 49 shows the Fourier spectrum of horizontal acceleration at the superstructure. According to Fig. 49, it is clear that the oscillation behavior of the model is reproduced exactly by analysis.

It is understood that the experimental results can be explained by dynamic analysis, thus the validity of the analytical model in this study is confirmed by these comparisons.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigated an isolating system that separates the substructure from the fundamental structure of a bridge pier. For a single bridge pier with this isolating system, the governing equations of motion are newly derived. The governing equations have geometrical and material nonlinear properties. By dynamic analysis and model vibration tests, the oscillation behavior of this isolating system is investigated. The conclusions obtained from the results are as follows:

1) The adopted isolating system in this study has excellent aseismicity, the responses of the horizontal acceleration and the reaction forces of the base springs decrease significantly whenever the oscillation mode is mainly a sliding one or mainly a rocking one.

2) The friction coefficient greatly affects the oscillation mode. Where \( \mu < \frac{\ell}{3h_1} \), the oscillation will be mainly a sliding one. Where \( \mu > \frac{2\ell}{3h_1} \), the oscillation is mainly a rocking one. Moreover, the residual displacement has a tendency to increase as the friction coefficient increases in a mainly sliding oscillation.

3) For the mainly sliding oscillation, with an increase of \( \frac{\ell}{3h_1} \), the sliding mode is more distinguished and the vertical acceleration decreases. The stress acting on the isolator also decreases.

4) As the yield displacement of the isolating materials increases, the structure slides easily; the vertical acceleration decreases; while the energy absorption increases, the reaction forces of base springs decrease; and the stresses acting on the isolator also decrease.

5) Where the input is both vertical and horizontal, the influence on structural aseismicity about the vertical input is small compared to where the input is only horizontal.

6) As a sliding material with a small friction coefficient, PTFE can provide a steady sliding force-displacement hysteretic curve.

7) The experimental results can be explained by the dynamic analysis of two rigid objects connected with springs at an interface. The validity of the analytical model considering both geometrical and material nonlinear properties in this study is confirmed.

In addition, as to the mainly sliding case, the residual displacement is effected by the characteristics of the earthquake wave, the friction coefficient and the aspect ratio of the structure above the isolator etc; it is thought that these influences ought to be study more detail.
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